Hydrodynamics and mass transfer in Taylor flow

**Background:** In small channels, slug flow often occurs in the form of Taylor flow or segmented flow. In this flow pattern, elongated bullet-shaped gas bubbles that almost fill the channel cross-section (Taylor bubbles) are separated by liquid slugs which are free from gas entrainment. Taylor flow is attractive for multiphase micro process engineering (e.g. in monolith reactors) because the high interfacial area per unit volume and the thin liquid film combine very efficient gas/liquid/solid heat and mass transfer with reduced axial dispersion.

**Project:** Chemical processes in multiphase systems such as Taylor flow are characterized by the occurrence of various length and times scales and a complex interaction between two-phase hydrodynamics, heat and mass transport and chemical kinetics. Our work aims on the development of rigorous numerical methods/models and advanced computer codes in order to gain new physical insight in such multi-scale multiphase processes. In this context, a novel numerical method for first-principle simulations of mass transfer in two-fluid flows with deformable interfaces is under development. The approach is based on the single-field formulation of the governing equations in the sharp interface limit and a hierarchical grid. It considers conjugate mass transfer with resistance in both phases and shall be valid for arbitrary values of the Henry number (distribution coefficient) and species with low to intermediate Schmidt numbers. The method is implemented in our in-house computer code TURBIT-VOF and is validated by experimental data for fluid flow and mass transfer in Taylor flow, which are provided by cooperation partners within the DFG priority program SPP 1506.
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